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// ... Asteroid LN-23 ... //
- Septar factory -

 Working as a radar control 
operator on a mining rebreather was not 
a boring thing. Ross Orkins spent his days 
watching his screen, spotting any asteroids 
whose trajectory threatened the building. 
Then when the alarm of his console 
sizzled he suddenly stiffened and got to 
work, not without pleasure. But what he 
saw took away his smile. Several echoes 
approached his station. Faced with the 
vastness of the space and the size of the 
asteroid fields, the chances of crossing as 
many rocks advancing in its direction were 
close to zero

 At the sight of the number of 
echoes on the radar screen, the shift 
manager ordered that the chief engineer 
of the station be woken up. Fifteen minutes 
later, all dressed in black, Mikko Chung 
arrived on the bridge of command and 
asked for information. As he was talking 
to his mate, the screens came on and 
misunderstanding was heard on everyone 
on the bridge. All recognized the fifty  
mining rebreathers of Hegemony, just as 
they recognized the frigates and cruisers 
that escorted them.

- Ring the level 2 alarm, ordered Mikko 

Chung. Report immediately to Qonrian 3 
and notify nearby stations. Let me open the 
communication channel!

 The person in charge of the 
transmissons executed himself. Nervous, 
Mikko spoke on the intercom.

- Here Mikko Chung Chief Engineer and 
Director of the Septar Mining Recycler, on 
behalf of the League of Phoebe. Please 
identify yourself !

 After a brief moment, a hoarse 
and arrogant voice broke the silence that 
reigned over the Septar Bridge.

- Here Captain Pâris. By order of our 
Supreme Council we would like you to stop 
your operation and leave this asteroid now. 
We inform you that the belt of Korben, and 
consequently the whole of Deuterion-14 
which composes the rocks, is from now 
on property of the Hegemony of Amyclès. 
If you refuse to submit to our conditions, I 
have an order to use force.

 The alarm of the Septar was 
immediately raised to its maximum. Despite 
the low weight, the entire crew rushed to 
the evacuation locks in disciplined order. 
Trying to keep calm, Mikko replied:

- It is impossible for you to have the right 
to impose such things on us. There are 
agreements regarding the operation of the 
Korben belt. And then, she’s big enough. 
And he added in a tone that betrayed his 
fear, what do you really intend to do if we 
refuse to leave our asteroid?

- This! replied Captain Pâris. 

 A shot fired a cruiser towards 
the Septar. The mining station exploded a 
moment later. The few life capsules that 
had been successful in taking off were 
immediately destroyed. On the bridge of 
command, the officer fell back to his men, 
looks pleased and said :

- Gentlemen, this asteroid was for me.
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1/  The campaign : 

The aim of this campaign is to take control of the 
Korben Asteroid Belt and its mineral wealth. The 
system of Qonrian 3 controlled by the League of 
Phoebe and neighbor of the Korben belt represents a 
threat to the Hegemony of Amycles who wants to take 
advantage of the war to bring down Qonrian 3 under 
his control. The motivations of the League of Phoebe 
are quite different. It intends to take advantage of 
its right to defend itself with the Council of Helios to 
conduct a series of attacks into the Jaax system and 
attempt to seize planets to wash the affront of Illyria 
war.
 
 The duration of the campaign will run from 
01 January 2018 until 30 April 2018, with a balance 
sheet at the end of each month to allow readjustment 
of certain parameters of the campaign if necessary. 
Nothing is imposed. Each one is invested according 
to his possibilities and his desires. Whether you’re 
doing 50 games in a weekend or just one in a month, 
the main thing is to have fun. So do it by introducing 
a narrative context. The other goal is to play Fleet 
Commander, meet friends and meet new players. 
In short to spend good times around an excellent 
game.

2/ Pheobe, Amycles... or 
Pirates !?

 For a complete immersion in the LN-23 
campaign, the ideal would be that each player stays 
under the same banner for the duration of it. When 
you register for the campaign, you will be asked to 
make your choice. This choice is made for the entire 
campaign. However, occasionally you can change 
sides, but not just how!

 If for any reason you have to play another 
fleet than yours (for example, a game with a gaming 
partner that is in the same camp as you), then you will 
have to compose a fleet with the “Pirates” extension. 
“. You must indicate on the campaign sheet that the 
League or Hegemony is your sponsor at the time of 
the game.
 You can also choose to play as a Pirate from 
the start, but as explained above, you must choose a 
single sponsor for the duration of the campaign, even 
if you can play another Pirate faction if you have to 
play against a player from the same camp as yours.

 NOTE: You do not have the Pirate extension. 
No worries, the rule book is available for free on the 
Capsicum Games website. If you do not have enough 
ships to compose your fleet, do not hesitate to mix the 
two factions by identifying them with a marker on their 
base. 



3/ Choice of scenarios : 
  
 For simplicity, it’s up to you to choose them. 
Nothing is imposed, there are enough different 
scenarios in the booklets rules, freely available in 
pdf on the site of “Capsicum Games” to have fun. 
In addition, graphic elements of the campaign map 
can help you to orient your choice and make the 
parts more narrative. On page 13 you will find all 
the Fleet Commander game boxes. By clicking on 
the images, you will be redirected to the Pdf rules 
booklets to download online. So no excuse to vary 
the pleasures!

 NOTE : Some Rule book scenarios require 
deployments to the Hegemony of Amycles or the 
League of Phoebe. Ignore this point. Respect the 
deployment zones, but it’s up to you to adapt to 
the roles of attacker and defender according to the 
attacked sector.
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Gravitational Wars 
à Trollune, Lyon, 

le 27/01/2018

All the useful info here by clicking
on the picture above.

http://fleetcommander.forumactif.org/t256-lyon-27-01-2018-gravitational-wars


4/ the campaign map

A/ Presentation.

 The map is divided into 2 camps:

- The system of Qonrian 3 (in red) belonging to the 
Hegemony of Amyclès ;
- The Jaax system (in blue) belonging to the League 
of Phoebe ;
- Between the two, the asteroid belt of Korben.

 It consists of 5 zones:

- The planet Jaax ;
- Solar system of Jaax : 3 planets and 1 moon ;
- Asteroid belt of Korben ;
- Qonrian 3 Solar System : 3 planets and 1 moon ;
- The planet Qonrian 3.

 At the beginning of the campaign, the asteroid 
field, is neutral with 3 sectors belonging to the League 
and 3 sectors belonging to the Hegemony.

B/  combat sector, attacker and defender

 On the campaign map, you will find hexagonal 
squares representing sectors to defend or attack 
according to your roles. The color of the sector 
indicates the one who controls it.

 Depending on your role, you will need to 
seize sectors to assert your dominion or defend them 

at all costs. At the beginning of a game, you will have 
to agree on the choice of the sector that will be the 
theater of your fight. This will have a consequence 
on the roles of everyone because if it is a sector 
under your control that is selected, then you will be a 
defender and your game partner will be an attacker.

 Example : you choose to fight in A-1. A-1 is a 
sector of asteroids under the control of the Hegemony 
of Amycles, then the person who plays the Hegemony 
fleet will be a defender and the player playing the 
League fleet will be attacking.
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 C/ Sectors and fleet composition.

 Depending on the combat sectors you have 
selected, the size of your fleet will vary. You will not 
engage an armada to attack a moon, just as you will 
not send a single squadron of frigates to attack the 
Jaax or Qonrian planets.

 Here’s how to determine the size of your 
fleets for your parties:

- Asteroid fields, moons and planets composed of a 
single sector allow to play fleets ranging from 8PC to 
12PC ;

- The planets composed of 3 or 4 sectors allow to play 
fleets ranging from 10PC to 14PC;

- The Jaax and Qonrian 3 planets made up of 6 sectors 
each allow to play fleets ranging from 12PC to 16PC.

 To compose your fleets (characters included), 
you will be able to select your ships present in the 
Ignition boxes, Genesis as well as all the boxes of 
Fleet Commander extensions.

 D/ Dominate and attack a new sector

 If you are free to choose your combat sector, 
it is impossible to directly attack the main planets. 
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You will have to conquer step by step the fields of 
asteroids, then a solar system to finally arrive on the 
planet that will allow you to control new territories.

 To be able to start raids on the next zone, 
you must control 2/3 (two thirds) of the sectors AND 
have 2 planets / moon (whatever their size of sectors) 
entirely under your domination.

 To conquer a planet that has multiple sectors, 
you must conquer all the sectors that compose it.

  Regarding the Korben belt, we will speak 
only sectors and not planets or moon in terms of 
determining the 2/3 sectors AND have 2 planets /
moon.
  
 As long as you do not fulfill the control 
conditions of a zone, you will not be able to attack a 
new area in front.

NOTE : For the Jaax and Qonrian 3 planets, 
only 2/3 of the sectors are taken into account. Given 
their importance, they count as being equivalent to 
two planets each.
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Example : 

 On the map below, the Phoebe League player 
controls the entire asteroid field, allowing him to lead 
attacks on the ‘’ Qonrian Solar System 3 ‘’. He controls 
the planet B1-4 in full, plus another R-1.

   If the player of the League of Pheobe 
wants to attack the planet Qonrian 3, he must have 
2/3 of sectors AND 2 planets / moon entirely, that is 6 
sectors. If it has 2 planets, B1-4 and R-1, it still lacks 
1 sector to conquer to start attacking Qonrian 3.



5/  wins and losses

 A/ Scenario, victory conditions and 
campaign points.

 To know the number of campaign points that 
can be won during a game, nothing more simple. It 
is equal to the total of class points that make up your 
fleet. If you play games with 12 class points lists, there 
will be 12pts of campaign to win. If you play games 
with lists of 8 class points lists, there will be 8pts of 
campaign to win. 

 Campaign points are divided into two distinct 
parts:
- scenario points, which represent 3/4 (three quarters) 
of the campaign points;
- combat points, which represent 1/4 (one quarter) of 
the campaign points.

 With this system of counting points, the 
best part is given to the scenario and not to pure 
destruction. You can lose all your fleet, but if you 
fulfill the win conditions of the scenario then you win 
the game. You sacrificed yourself heroically for the 
good of your empire. But with battle points, ruthless 
commanders and pirates are not left behind. 

 
To know who wins the game, it is enough to refer to the 
conditions of victory of the scenarios in the booklets 
of rules concerned.
   

 
 

 
 
 
 B/ calculation of the campaign points.

 To find out how many campaign points are 
won at the end of the game, just differentiate between 
the winner’s points and the loser’s points.

 In the event of a tie in the scenario and / or 
combat points, no scenario and / or combat point will 
be awarded to either side.

Example 1 :

- You play the scenario “Control”;
- Combat Sector: S-1, one sector;
- Size of the fleets: 10 pc;
- Campaign points in play: 10pts.

Result :
- Victory League wins, but Hegemony deals more 
damage.

- Scenario Score : 3/4 x 10 = 7.5pts for Phoebe;
- Fight points : 1/4 x 10 = 2.5pts for Amyclès.

7.5pts from the League minus 2.5pts from the 
Hegemony, giving 5pts campaign for the League of 
Phoebe.
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Example 2 : 

- You play the scenario “Control”;
- Combat Sector: S-1, one sector;
- Size of the fleets: 10 pc;
- Campaign points in play: 10pts.

Result :
- Equality, but Hegemony deals more damage.

- Scenario Points : 0pt. No winner.
- Fight points: 1/4 x 10 = 2.5pts for Amyclès.

2.5 pts of the Hegemony minus 0pt of the League, 
giving 2.5pts of campaign for the Hegemony of 
Amycles.

  C/ Campaign points and capture of a 
sector.

 One sector equals 10pts of campaign. During 
combat, the value of a sector is between minimum 0 
and maximum 10. Campaign points earned beyond 
these two values   are not taken into account.
 You must accumulate 10 campaign points 
to get hold of it. As long as you do not reach the 10 
campaign points necessary to assert your dominion, 
the sector where the fight is taking place does not 
belong to you yet. You will have to eliminate all pockets 
of resistance.

 To know who owns a sector, just look at the 
color of the hexagon (red or blue). Below a progression 

index, between 1 and 10, will indicate the evolution of 
the fighting and your domination.

 D/ Multiple fights in the same sector.

 It will be very likely that groups of players 
will choose the same combat sector. In this case, 
the calculations for each fight will be done initially as 
explained above. Then all the results will be grouped 
together to determine the final result.

Example : 3 games are played in sector X-1.

Group of players 1 :
- Size of the fleets:  8PC ;
- Campaign points in play : 8pts.

Result : Total Victory of the Hegemony of Amycles
Scenario points: Hegemony 6pts;
Battle Points: Hegemony 2 pts.

TOTAL: Hegemony 8pts minus League 0pt, giving 8 
pts campaign for Hegemony.

- - - 
Group of players 2 :
- Size of the fleets : 10PC
- Campaign Points In Play : 10pts

Result : League win but Hegemony deals more 
damage.
Scenario points: League 7.5pts
Battle Points : Hegemony 2.5 pts.
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TOTAL : The League 7.5pts minus Hegemony 
2.5pts, giving 5pts campaign for the League.

- - -

Group of players 3 : 
- Size of the fleets : 9PC
- Campaign Points In Play : 9pts

Result : Total Victory of the League of Phoebe
Scenario points : League 6.75pts
Battle Points : League 2.25 pts.

TOTAL: League 9pts minus 0pt hegemony, giving 
9pts campaign for the League.

- - - 

Once all the known results, it is enough to use the 
same formula to determine the points of campaign 
of all the combats, namely, to make the difference 
between the points of the winner and the points of 
the loser.

 

TOTAL COMBATS:
The Hegemony of Amyclès: 8pts
The League of Phoebe: 5pts + 9pts = 14 pts

With the total of the fights, we know that the League 
of Phoebe wins the fight. Then, differentiate between 
the winning side and the losing side, which is 14-8, 
which is a result of 6pts of winning campaign for the 
League on Sector X-1.
 
 Multiple fights must be seen as a single 
conflict where multiple forces are engaged. You are 
not alone in fighting, other commanders are at your 
side! 
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6/ entering results and 
updating the campaign.

 With your gaming partner, you will fill out a 
campaign form by entering the requested information, 
such as your name, first name (or nickname), affiliation, 
the size and composition of the fleets involved, 
scenario played, the combat sector, scenario point, 
fighting point. This form will be returned via the forum 
http://fleetcommander.forumactif.org/ in the section 
dedicated to campaign results.

 To begin, the campaign map will be updated 
every 10 days (the 10th, 20th and 30th of each month). 
Depending on the number of games played, the 
frequency of the updates will be reviewed at best.

7/ Le Hobby

 Because Fleet Commander is also a 
miniatures game, there is a way to be fun in painting. 
The engraving is rather fine and the vessels are well 
detailed. And what better than to customize your 
fleets.
 Here is an overview of fleets and other work 
visible on the Fleet Commander forum.

8th Fleet of Laïtus

painter : LATRIBUNELUDIQUE

Akira fleet
painter : BAstol

Portal 3D
designer : Roolz
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Game Boxes and Fleet Commander Extensions*

(*) click on an image to download the desired rulebook.

http://www.capsicumgames.com/en/our-games/fleet-commander/fleet-commander-ignition/
http://www.capsicumgames.com/en/our-games/fleet-commander/fleet-commander-genesis/
http://www.capsicumgames.com/en/our-games/fleet-commander/fleet-commander-beyond-the-gate/
http://www.capsicumgames.com/en/our-games/fleet-commander/fleet-commander-salvation/
http://www.capsicumgames.com/en/our-games/fleet-commander/fleet-commander-avatar/
http://www.capsicumgames.com/en/our-games/fleet-commander/fleet-commander-forge/
http://www.capsicumgames.com/en/our-games/fleet-commander/fleet-commander-pirates/
http://www.capsicumgames.com/en/our-games/fleet-commander/fleet-commander-orbit/
http://www.capsicumgames.com/en/our-games/fleet-commander/fleet-commander-deep-space/
http://www.capsicumgames.com/en/


Find all the information of the Campaign
and much more on :

 
fl eetcommander.forumactif.org/

http://fleetcommander.forumactif.org/

